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Abstract
Background: While some personality traits may reduce risk
of dementia, this is controversial and has not been studied
as much among diverse populations. We examined associations between 2 traits – Conscientiousness and Openness to
Experience – and risk of dementia among black and white
older adults. Methods: We studied 875 older adults (ages
71–82, 47% black) without prevalent dementia from the
Health, Aging and Body Composition study, who completed
the NEO Five-Factor Inventory for Conscientiousness and
Openness to Experience. Incident dementia over 8 years
(mean = 6.9 years) was determined by hospital records, medications, or ≥1.5 SD race-specific decline on the Modified
Mini-Mental State Examination. In adjusted models, we investigated associations between each trait and risk of dementia, including for race interactions. Results: Associations
between personality traits and dementia risk did not differ
by race (interactions: p > 0.7). Higher Conscientiousness was
associated with lower dementia risk (adjusted HR per 1SD =
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0.78; 95% CI 0.65–0.94). There was no association for Openness to Experience (adjusted HR per 1SD = 0.88; 95% CI 0.71–
1.08). Conclusions: Higher Conscientiousness is associated
with lower dementia risk, even among diverse populations.
Higher Conscientiousness may be protective, or lower Conscientiousness may be an early symptom of neurodegenerative disease.
© 2019 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Personality, which describes an individual’s consistent
pattern of thoughts, feelings, and behavior, influences
one’s health and lifestyle in a number of ways [1–4]. A
growing body of research suggests that some personality
traits may influence cognitive health in aging [5]. Older
adults who are higher in Neuroticism, a trait characterized by greater vulnerability to stress and negative emotions such as anxiety and depression [6], are more likely
develop cognitive decline and dementia [7–9]. Other personality traits might promote resilience against the development of dementia, however this is less well-understood.
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Conscientiousness, a trait characterized by self-control, being responsible, organized, and goal-oriented [6],
has been shown to be associated with a variety of positive
health outcomes. For example, individuals higher in Conscientiousness engage in more healthy behaviors (e.g., exercise, diet), have better stress coping skills, have less
medical illness burden, and tend to live longer [10], raising the possibility that Conscientiousness could have a
positive influence on cognitive health in aging as well.
Additionally, it is plausible that Openness to Experience
could have a protective role against dementia. Individuals
with high levels of this trait are more creative, intellectually curious, and interested in seeking out novel experiences [6]. This trait may lead to higher cognitive reserve
[11], especially given that engagement in cognitively
stimulating activities is thought to build cognitive reserve
and reduce risk of dementia [12].
In contrast to the larger number of studies showing a
deleterious role of Neuroticism [5], a few studies have investigated associations between Conscientiousness and
Openness to Experience with risk of dementia [5]. Moreover, previous research has largely focused on Caucasian
older adults [9] and thus it is unclear how these traits relate to risk of dementia in more diverse populations. This
is an important limitation, as relationships between personality and other health outcomes differ by race, including between white and black individuals [13, 14], and
there are known racial disparities in rates of dementia and
other factors that influence dementia risk [15–17].
We investigated associations between Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience with risk of dementia
in a cohort of black and white older adults. We hypothesized that higher levels of both of these traits would be
associated with reduced risk of dementia, and we specifically aimed to explore for potential racial differences in
these relationships.
Methods
Population
Participants were from the Health, Aging, and Body Composition (Health ABC) study, a prospective cohort study of community
dwelling, black and white older adults conducted in Memphis, Tennessee and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania [18–21]. Individuals were recruited based on a random sample of white and black Medicareeligible older adults within designated zip codes. To be eligible for
enrollment, individuals were required to self-report no difficulty
performing activities of daily living, walking a quarter of a mile, or
climbing 10 steps without resting, and had no plans to leave the area
within 3 years. A total of 3,075 participants were enrolled and they
completed their first study visit (year 1) between 1997 and 1998.

Conscientiousness and Dementia

A subset of Health ABC participants (n = 951) were enrolled in
the Health ABC Cognitive Vitality sub-study at year 3, with roughly equal number of participants by race, sex, and site (see additional methods detailed elsewhere [22, 23]). Participants completed a personality inventory at the beginning of the Cognitive Vitality sub-study (our study baseline). We excluded 42 individuals
who had missing personality data, as well as an additional 18 individuals who had prevalent dementia, and 16 individuals who did
not have follow-up after year 3. Thus, our analytic cohort consists
of 875 participants (ages 71–82, 50% female, 47% black).
Institutional review boards at the University of Pittsburgh,
University of Tennessee, Memphis and University of California,
San Francisco approved the study. All participants provided written informed consent.
Measures
Personality Traits: Conscientiousness and Openness to
Experience
Participants completed 2 scales from the NEO Five-Factor Inventory [6] to evaluate the personality traits of Conscientiousness
and Openness to Experience (the remaining NEO scales were not
included in the Health ABC study). Each scale consists of 12-item
with a Likert-based format, with response choices ranging from
“Strongly Disagree” (score = 0) to “Strongly Agree” (score = 4) and
possible total scores ranging from 0 to 48. The NEO Five-Factor
Model of personality structure is considered to be universal across
diverse racial/ethnic groups [24, 25], and its appropriateness for
use among older African Americans has been supported [26].
Dementia
Incident dementia over the following 8 years was determined
by a combination of hospital records, prescriptions for dementia
medication, or clinically-significant cognitive decline, as was done
in previous Health ABC studies [15, 27, 28]. Specifically, every
6 months, participants were asked whether they had been hospitalized, and if so, study staff requested the related hospital records. At
each clinic visit, participants were asked to bring their medications
with them, and study staff recorded their medication information.
Over the course of the study, participants were repeatedly administered the Modified Mini-Mental State Exam (3MS) [29] to assess
global cognition at study years 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, and 11. The 3MS is a
cognitive screening measure, sensitive to dementia [30], that assesses orientation, concentration, language, praxis, and immediate
and delayed memory (total score ranges from 0 to 100 points).
An algorithm incorporating the above sources of data was used
to determine incident dementia, such that individuals were considered to have dementia if and when they met any of the following
criteria: (1) record of hospitalization indicating dementia as a primary or secondary diagnosis; (2) record of a prescription for dementia medication (e.g., galantamine, rivastigmine, memantine,
donepezil, tacrine); or (3) clinically significant decline in cognitive
functioning (defined as ≥1.5 SD race-specific decline in 3MS score
from individuals’ baseline to last available visit). The date of dementia onset was considered to be the date at which a participant
first met any of the above criteria.
Other Variables
Participants self-reported their age, sex, race, and level of education. Literacy was assessed at year 3 using the Rapid Estimate of
Adult Literacy in Medicine, and was coded to reflect < 9th grade
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and bivariate associations with conscientiousness (n = 875)

Mean (SD) or n (%)

Age, years
Female
Black
Education
<High school
HS/some college
> Bachelor’s degree
Literacy, ≥9th grade
Hypertension
Myocardial infarction
Diabetes
Stroke/TIA
Obesity
Current smoker
Apolipoprotein E e4
Depressive symptoms

Conscientiousness

Association with
conscientiousness
(continuous score),
p value

>1SD below
mean (n = 143)

mean ± 1SD
(n = 624)

>1SD above
mean (n = 108)

75.3 (2.8)
49.7
44.1

75.2 (2.7)
49.7
47.4

75.1 (2.8)
54.6
50.0

0.19
0.54
0.26

23.1
55.2
21.7
75.5
70.6
15.4
26.8
10.6
28.9
7.7
31.6
5.3 (4.2)

21.3
49.9
28.8
75.0
71.2
15.9
18.1
7.3
20.7
5.3
28.9
3.8 (3.6)

14.8
49.1
36.1
75.9
70.4
15.7
16.7
8.4
24.3
5.6
30.0
3.0 (3.2)

0.003*
0.91
0.46
0.19
0.05
0.40
0.66
0.58
0.67
<0.001*

* Statistically significant (p < 0.05).
versus ≥9th grade reading level [31]. The presence of cardiovascular comorbidities at year 3, including hypertension, myocardial
infarction, diabetes, and stroke/transient ischemic attack (TIA),
were determined via a combination of physician diagnosis, medications, laboratory values, and self-report. Obesity was defined as
body mass index >30 kg/m2, as calculated from height and weight
measurements. Depressive symptoms were assessed using the
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale Short Form
(CES-D-10) [32], a 10-item inventory (score from 0 to 30, with
higher scores indicating higher depressive symptoms and score
≥10 suggesting depression [32]. Current cigarette smoking was
determined by self-report. Apolipoprotein E genotyping was completed using standard single nucleotide polymorphism analyses.
Statistical Analysis
We first examined distributions of the personality scores and
conducted t test and correlation analyses to investigate bivariate
associations between each personality trait and participant characteristics. Using Cox proportional hazard models, we investigated
the association between each personality trait and risk of dementia,
including personality trait × race interaction terms to test whether
associations differed by race. Models adjusted for demographics,
site, education, literacy, and depressive symptoms, as well as other
health factors associated (p < 0.10) with either personality trait. In
our analyses, we treated the personality trait measures as continuous variables. For descriptive purposes, we categorized individuals
into 3 groups based their personality trait scores reflecting those
whose score fell >1SD below mean, within ±1SD from the mean,
or >1SD above mean for use in tables and figures. Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software, version 9.4 (SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC, USA) and Stata, version 14 [33]. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 (two-tailed).
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Results

Mean Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience
scores were 33.6 (SD = 5.5, range 11–48) and 24.8 (SD =
5.4, range 10–42), respectively, and scores were normally
distributed in both black and white older adults. Conscientiousness score did not differ by race (whites: mean = 33.4,
SD = 5.6; blacks: 33.8, SD = 5.4; p = 0.26). Openness to Experience score was slightly lower in blacks (mean = 24.1,
SD = 4.9) compared to whites (mean = 25.5, SD = 5.7; p <
0.001).
Associations between Conscientiousness and other
participant characteristics are shown in Table 1. Individuals with higher Conscientiousness were more highly educated (p = 0.003) and had fewer depressive symptoms
(p < 0.001), and tended to have less diabetes (p = 0.05),
while all other associations were non-significant. As
shown in online supplementary Table 1 (see www.karger.
com/doi/10.1159/000492821), higher Openness to Experience was associated with female gender, higher education and literacy, and lower depressive symptoms (all p <
0.05). Several cardiovascular conditions were more common in those with lower Openness to Experience, including hypertension, myocardial infarction, and diabetes (all
p < 0.05); with a similar trend for stroke/TIA (p = 0.06).
Of the total 875 participants, 14.3% (n = 125) developed
dementia over 8 years of study follow-up (mean follow-up
Kaup/Harmell/Yaffe
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Fig. 1. Association between Personality Traits and Dementia-Free

scientiousness, [b] openness to experience). For descriptive purposes, individuals were categorized into 3 groups based on their
personality trait score, reflecting score >1SD below mean, mean ±
1SD, or >1SD above mean.

for dementia = 6.9 years, SD = 2.2), including 16.2% (n = 67)
of black individuals and 12.6% (n = 58) of white individuals.
In Cox proportional hazard models investigating associations between each personality trait and incident dementia,
personality trait × race interaction terms were non-significant (Conscientiousness × race: p = 0.76; Openness × race:
p = 0.91), indicating that associations did not differ by race.
Therefore, we combined both race groups for final models.
Figure 1 shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves depicting dementia incidence by each personality trait among black and
white older adults. Older adults with higher Conscientiousness were less likely to develop dementia in unadjusted (unadjusted HR 0.75 per 1SD in Conscientiousness [95% CI
0.64–0.89]) and adjusted Cox proportional hazard models
(adjusted HR 0.78 per 1SD in Conscientiousness [95% CI
0.65–0.94], adjusted for age, sex, race, education, literacy,
site, depressive symptoms, hypertension, myocardial infarction, diabetes, and stroke/TIA). However, there was no
association between Openness to Experience and risk of dementia (unadjusted HR 0.89 per 1SD in Openness [95% CI
0.74–1.06]; adjusted HR 0.88 per 1SD in Openness [95% CI
0.71–1.08], adjusted for age, sex, race, education, literacy,
site, depressive symptoms, hypertension, myocardial infarction, diabetes, and stroke/TIA).

ence and risk of dementia. Although we found no association between Openness to Experience and incident
dementia, older adults with higher levels of Conscientiousness, including both black and white individuals,
were less likely to develop dementia. These results build
on the broader literature suggesting some personality
traits have positive impacts on cognitive outcomes in aging. Our finding of a beneficial role of Conscientiousness
in particular is similar to results from prior research
among predominantly white older adult cohorts, [8, 34]
and extends understanding of this relationship by showing that it is universal across black and white individuals.
There are several possible mechanisms that may contribute to the association between Conscientiousness and
dementia risk. Conscientiousness may be a protective
trait that promotes healthy brain aging. Individuals high
in Conscientiousness may be more likely to engage in
healthy behaviors such as exercising, eating a healthy diet,
having regular check-ups with their doctors, and adhering to treatment recommendations [35, 36]. Such healthpromoting behaviors, like exercise, may have direct positive effects on brain health [37]. Healthy lifestyle behaviors may also help prevent the development of medical
conditions known to increase risk for dementia, like cardiovascular disease [38]. Conversely, individuals with
lower Conscientiousness have been shown to engage in
more risky health behaviors like substance use [39, 40], as
well as to have poorer sleep [41], which impacts cognition
in older adulthood [42]. However, in the present study,
we examined several health factors as potential covariates
and found few associations between Conscientiousness

Survival in 875 Black and White Older Adults (Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves). Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves showing probability
of dementia-free survival by level of each personality trait ([a] con-

Discussion

Among black and white older adults followed over
8 years, we investigated associations between the personality traits of Conscientiousness and Openness to ExperiConscientiousness and Dementia
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and these factors in our cohort, suggesting that healthrelated mechanisms driving the association between
Conscientiousness and risk of dementia extend beyond
the covariates we examined.
Another mechanism linking Conscientiousness to reduced risk for dementia could be this trait’s relationship
with achievement, which may in turn contribute to higher cognitive reserve. For example, higher Conscientiousness has been shown to influence individuals to achieve
higher educational and occupational status [35, 43],
which are factors thought to build cognitive reserve [12]
and protect against cognitive decline and dementia in
older adulthood [44, 45]. Relatedly, evidence from neuroimaging and neuropathology studies supports that
Conscientiousness promotes brain health and resilience
against dementia. In a study [46] employing diffusion
tensor imaging, older adults with higher Conscientiousness were found to have greater white matter tract-specific fractional anisotropy in multiple regions, suggesting
this trait may promote white matter integrity. A study
examining associations between premorbid personality
traits and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) neuropathology at
autopsy found that older adults who had asymptomatic
AD (i.e., those positive for AD neuropathology but free of
dementia) had been higher in Conscientiousness compared to those with symptomatic AD (i.e., those with Alzheimer’s dementia), suggesting that Conscientiousness
promotes resilience in enabling individuals to avoid manifesting the clinical symptoms of AD despite presence of
neuropathology [47]. How personality traits, like Conscientiousness, contribute to cognitive reserve and resilience
warrants further exploration. Mechanisms may be complex and not straightforward. Indeed, it is somewhat surprising we did not find an association between Openness
to Experience and risk of dementia, as that trait is similarly associated with factors thought to contribute to cognitive reserve (higher educational and occupational attainment) [35, 43].
While a protective role of Conscientiousness is possible, an alternative explanation for our findings is that
low Conscientiousness may be an early symptom of
an underlying neurodegenerative disease process. Although personality traits are generally considered to remain stable across adulthood [48], personality changes
can occur among patients with dementia and may even
emerge during earlier stages of the neurodegenerative
disease process [49–51]. It is possible that older adults
just beginning to exhibit subtle cognitive and brain
changes may also begin experiencing diminished ability
to maintain personal qualities and behaviors that define
90
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Conscientiousness, such as reduced ability to stay organized and achieve goals. Although a strength of our
study is that older adults were followed for incident dementia several years after completing the personality
measures, it is possible that at least some individuals in
our study who had low Conscientiousness scores at
study baseline could have already been in the pre-clinical stages of an insidious neurodegenerative disease like
AD [52].
Additional limitations of this study include that incident dementia was determined based on an algorithm
rather than a clinical diagnosis; therefore, some misclassification may be possible. Finally, we were unable to investigate the role of other personality traits which were
not measured in the Health ABC study.
Although personality traits have received less attention than other established contributors to dementia risk
(e.g., genetics, neuroimaging markers, physical health
factors, education), our study suggests that the personality trait of Conscientiousness also plays an important
role. Additional longitudinal studies, ideally with repeated measurement of personality, cognition, and brain
changes, are needed to clarify the extent to which high
Conscientiousness may be a protective factor versus the
possibility that low Conscientiousness may be an early
symptom of neurodegenerative disease. Clarification of
this relationship may inform implications for dementia
screening or prevention efforts. In addition to evaluating
whether older patients have other dementia risk factors,
screening for low Conscientiousness may provide added
value in attempts to identify older adults who are likely
to be at high risk for dementia. To the extent that Conscientiousness may play a protective role in supporting
brain health and resilience in aging, additional research
is needed to clarify if and how Conscientiousness could
be incorporated in dementia prevention and intervention efforts.
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